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What are we really talking about?





I come from 
Fiumicino near 
Rome in Italy. 

What about other mental models?



We all start from the same model!



Can we create a shared map of our enterprise?



Find a value flow



“Start with why”

Simon Sinek



Your enterprise on a napkin



Enterprise 
Design
Facets

Identity Architecture

Experience

Why do we exist, 
who are we, what 

matters to us? 

How are we 
operating and what 
are we capable of 
achieving? 

What is our role 
in people’s lives?



Your enterprise on a napkin



Milky Way base map



A reason why an enterprise 
exists and what people 
pursue and believe in.

      Purpose



      Purpose



Milky Way base map
Purpose



What people want to 
achieve and get done 
(with our help).

      Task

Visit a loved one



      Task board



Milky Way base map
Purpose
Tasks



What we are able to do by 
orchestrating people and 
assets.

      Capability

Track Maintenance





Milky Way base map
Purpose
Capabilities
Tasks



What is a map?

Simon Wardley



Milky Way base configuration and geographical dimensions

Investors
Suppliers

Prospects Customers

Operations

Strategy

Making and sourcing Delivery and learning

Identity
Why do we exist, who are 
we, what matters to us? 

Architecture
How are we operating and 
what are we capable of 
achieving? 

Experience
What is our role in 
people’s lives?

Outside

Inside



Experience Focus
Milky Way



Architecture Focus
Milky Way



Adding IT Assets



Adding key 
IT Integrations



Overlaying
Organisation



Overlaying
Budget



Tracing a process 
and applications



Product Delivery



Geolocating
prototypes



Overview of transformation ambition

Today 20252023

Focus on the Customer 
experience during the 
journey. 

Broaden the focus on the 
Customer experience to 
before the journey. Start to 
improve the internal processes 
to better support the new 
experience

Keep focus on the whole 
Customer experience and 
improve the internal processes 
to better support the new 
experience



So does this idea fit 2021? 

Improve the 
Recruitment 
Processes



Example Application from Scania









Customers / Users

Making them visible

See their perspective & 
experience 

Think of them as we 
design

Sense make the out-side 
& in dynamic



Find new ways of working



The flow of Value Creation 
- you don’t need a map if you stay where/as you are 

There is more than one backlog. 
Depending on capability area, 
product connection, etc the items 
on the backlog is assigned to the 
relevant teams 

The teams work with 
the changes and 
deliver as often as 
possible to the 
users/customers to 
generate both value 
and feedback



The original
Milky Way
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enterprisedesignpatterns.com

Patterns
Journey to impact
Behaviour patterns
Practice patterns
Creations patterns

https://enterprisedesignpatterns.com/




https://intersection.group/events/?archive=false

Upcoming Webinars

https://intersection.group/events/?archive=false




Thank you!

Annika Klyver
annika@intersection.group

Wolfgang Göbl
wolfgang@intersection.group

intersection.group

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12406828/


Patterns
How to use the Milky Way enterprise map

● Adapt the value flow to your enterprise: seek for a stable, recurring cycle to base on
● Navigate the Facets: start from the most familiar territory, then venture into adjacent areas
● Use the geography: place related items close to each other, or close to the edges of the rings
● Place shared capabilities, entrepreneurial vision, management and change in the bottom sector
● Combine the map with more specific maps to dive into a specific Facet, or Facet combination
● Use the Facet colours to establish the different viewpoints and clarify the context of your model
● Use your own colour palette and iconography to communicate your messages visually
● Use overlays to add additional Facets, Intersections, Elements or metrics and visualise them
● Support people’s learning journey when using the map by gradually introducing more detail
● Make the question your map tries to answer explicit and place it onto the map
● Talk about the content and the story behind your map rather than the visualisation or structure
● Don’t just capture the mess: make maps that ask questions, trigger actions and change

...to be continued
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